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lntroduction
The theme of this conference Financial Services: A New Era is very appropriate when we consider the
pace of statutory and regulatory development in consumer protection over the last decade.
Compliance management has been part of this change and I hope to be able to demonstrate to legal
practitioners here today the likely demand for your expertise in Financial Services Reform (FSR)
implementation and the licence application process. I also hope to demonstrate that without a high

level of co-operation across the different disciplines and functional lines within a conglomerate,
implementation will open up the corporate entity to challenges from the regulator.

For a conglomerate like Westpac the implementation task is daunting, the licence process is
demanding, and the allocation of staff and management resources is substantial. lt is not an exercise
to be taken lightly and it is quite likely that even a minimalist approach to implementation wi¡ be
beyond the internal capability and expertise of many financial service providers, especially if they have
not already commenced the business impact assessment process.

lf you analyse the impact of the new law and its regulations across the value chain of a financial
provider of products and services the impact is very substantial. Every part of the retail and wholesale
businesses are touched and as a consequence the need for outstanding execution and co-ordination
is essential if costly mistakes are to be avoided. (Attachment A. Value Chain lmpact)

ln our approach Westpac's legal counsel and advisors have played a pivotal role by ensuring
consistency in application with only one interpretation of the requirements applied across the Group.

Background

To understand the significance of FSR compliance requirements we need to consider the last decade
of development in corporate governance, for here lays the foundation stones on which the legislation
and regulation are based.

The development of compliance as a separate field of activity has been driven by the courts and
regulators establishing new mechanisms to encourage corporate entities to be more accountable and
more pro-active in managing their responsibilities. They have done so by creating benefits or relief
from penalties if an effective compliance program is in place. The emergence of this new style of
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compliance regulation was in response to the recognition that the imposition of standards backed by

civil or criminal sanctions are limited in their effectiveness.l

1. US Sentancing Guidelines

The US Organizational Sentancing Guidelines established a decade ago provides incentives for far

reaching compliance programs and have produced a new occupation that advises organisations on

how to build effective programs that promote ethical behaviour.2 The Guidelines provide a method for

determining the appropriate range of imprisonment in proportion to the offence and, more importan¡y

for this discussion, the guidelines are geared toward deterrence and provide sentencing benefits for

organizations that have an effective program to prevent and detect violations of the law. The minimum

criteria for an effective compliance program include the establishment of compliance standards and

procedures which are communicated to relevant staff, monitoring and reporting systems and the

engagement of high level management in oversight.

2. The Courts

ln 1995 the Federal Court made it clear that a most important factor in mitigation was whether the
company has a corporate culture conducive to compliance with the Act, as evidenced by educational
programs and disciplinary or other corrective measures in response to an acknowledged
contravention.t The Trade Practices Act and its application by the TPC and subsequenfly ACCC as
well as the Courts have also established through a series of decisions that the defendant must show

the effectiveness of the compliance program to prevent further breaches occurring.a

3. Criminal Code

Our Criminal Code is now much more in line with US situation, since the Code makes compliance
systems a relevant factor for courts to consider in assessing civil and criminal liability under
Commonwealth statutes. One of the most effective ways in which legislators have required

management to take responsibility for implementing compliance systems is through making individual

directors or bodies corporate liable unless they can prove the application of a due diligence defence.s

For example, failure to pay a customer's money into a trust account, which complies with specified

requirements, is an offence whatever the circumstances. Under the Commonwealth Criminal Code if
an offence is committed by a company, a director may be subject to prosecution as well if, for

| "...ttlcy can pt'oclttce ttnncccssarily contplex and inf'lexible rules leading lo over-regulatiolr. legalism, delay ancl
strangling of'enterprise.'Iltey can ploduce the wrong outconìes wlren errlerplises corrrply with rules that aretgo
narrow or broad. They can cncourage evasion and creative compliance rather than substance and goals of
rcgtllalion. They can fail if'regulatory agerrcics are 'capturcd' lry regulated entities. I'hey also fail when strong
lrlonitol'inq altd enfìrrcclllent ale lacking". R. Baldrvin. Rcgulation after 'corlruland and control' in K. Hawkings
(ccl). 't'hc llunran Face ol' l.arv (Clarcndon Press. Oxf'orcl. 1997. pp 65-84r D.tÌ.Mtrlphy. The lrederal Sentancing Guiclelines l'or Organizations: A Decade of Promoting Cornpliance and
llthics.2002. lowa l,aw Review p.697
t]-PC u TN'f Australia Pty l.tcl.
u T'PC v CC (NSW) Irry Ltcl, 199-s. TPC v cSR l-rd l99l i\ccc v Australian Safeway stor.es lg97tC.Parker. The Emergetlce of the Australiall Cornpliance lndustry: I'rcncls and Acconrplishnrents. Australian
Business Larv Revierv Voll¡lnc 27 June 1999.
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example, the director 'aids, abets or procures' the commission of the offence. ln this example if the

directors were informed the account did not comply with FSR and took no steps to deal with the

matter, the directors mav also be personally liable for the breach because of their ultimate

responsibility for these processes. Directors have a defence to breaches of these provisions if they

can show a positive culture of compliance within the organisation and adequate compliance systems

and processes.

4. New Statutory Requirements and Enforceable Undertakings

Over time we have seen statutory provisions strengthen and specifically referenced compliance

requirements. For example, in the Eighties the law required the implementation of a compliance

program or systems and reporting to a statutory body.6 Recently we have seen more detailed

compliance requirements. For example in the Managed lnvestment Act 1998 there is now a need to

have in place compliance plans, a compliance committee and reporting mechanism through to the

Board.

Regulators have also used their enforcement instruments to achieve further compliance concessions.

ln response to investigatory findings against a particular financial services company and its

management Enforceable Undertakings have been used to introduce the concept of best practice in

complaint handling and compliance management. EU's are enforceable in a court and provide the

administrative solution for many statutory contraventions.t ASIC's reliance on this form of enforcement

has been based on the belief that through example other market participants will move to address

these issues and lift their performance in compliance management. While EU's are very effective and

certainly much quicker than the Courts they still are too slow in impacting on a very competitive and

growing market.

Financial Services Law Reform

CLERP 6 was justified by the Government on the basis of the need to reduce multiplicity of licensing

and regulatory regimes, to provide a regulatory regime that copes with new entrants into the market, to

introduce cost efficiencies and to increase disclosure to the consumer about financial products and

services. By the time that FSR law came into being the objectives had shifted and no longer reflected

the original justification for reform.

The objectives of the new law now include: to promote confident informed decision making while

facilitating efficiency, flexibility and innovation in products and services, fairness, honesty and

t'The Afünnativc Action (Equal Enrployment Opportunity for Wornen) Act 1986 requires qualifying conrpanies
to intplentcnt a policy f-or reducing and pt'eventing discrirninatory ¡rlactices by requiring thelrr kr report alrnually.
The ltrivacy Act 1988 rcquires tltc irrrplonentalion ol'systenrs rneeting certain s(anclards lo ellsure the privacy of
tax file nr¡rnbo's collccted lry lrusinesses and othcl'oleallisations.
'[,'.nforccatrlc LJnrJertakings alc "...n]orc vcrsatile lhan any of those renledics. and may bc t¡secl to achicve
outconles which nright not be available by those nleans. and which are rllot'e fbcusecl (eg aclo¡rtion of'a
cotrtpliance regitne. rcstt'iction of a person's secr¡r'ities lrusiness or ¡rractice as an auditor')." PS. 69.5
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professionalism by those who provide financial services, fair, orderly and transparent markets and

reduction in systemic risk and provision of effective services by clearing and settlement facilities.

The first two objectives are key policy changes. The extension of 'know your customer' approach

across the entire retail and wholesale financial services sector, together with training and accreditation

requirements have also been accompanied with a higher level of accountability for compliance. The

Australian Standard on Compliance Management AS 3806 is now formally recognised as the

benchmark against which licensees will be assessed and a substantial body of policy information is

now available.

ASIC has certainly provided transparency in its views on compliance, however we now have such a

large body of law, regulations and policy pointing us in the right direction, that it is highty unlikety that

most licensees will be able to absorb the implications this material has for them and the licence

process. Legal Counsel can play an important role in determining how the licensee complies in a
consistent way with these requirements while taking advantage of the limited concessions provided by

ASIC.

The Policy Statements also indicate that much of their contents has been heavily influenced by ASIC's
experience with Managed lnvestments Act, even though the complexity of investment products and

services covered by the new law varies from the simple day to day transaction account to investment

linked products and the sophisticated services provided by the wholesale market. An example of this
influence is the reworked PS 146, Licensing: Training of financial product advisers which sets out
minimum training standards for people who provide financial product advice to retail customers. The
policy continues to reflect a two tier approach to the educational standards necessary to cover the

whole advisory workforce who may provide general and personal advice on a very wide range of
products and services.

ln summary, FSR Act, its regulations and ASIC's policy statements have demonstrated that
prescriptive requirements with some degree of flexibility continue to be part of the regulatory approach

adopted by Parliament and regulators. For others FSR signals the next stage of evolution in corporate

governance with the new law seen to place on an organisation and in particular its directors a

responsibility for the creation and maintenance of an ethical environment.s

lmplementation Approach

lmplementation of FSR requirements requires many strategic decisions to be taken by an aspiring

licensee. For Westpac our strategic approach was very clear and had commitment from CEO and the

Board. We embarked on a focussed program which would act as a catalyst and change agent to help

us differentiate our service from our competitors. Three key strategic themes drove implementation:

for the customer we want to be the Trusted Advisor, for staff we want to demonstrate that we are a

* 
S. Cohen. Contpliance. Corporate Governance. ancl Ethics: The Nerv Reginre. Unpublished 2002
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Learning Organisation and for management our compliance approach needs to protects our

reputation.

This focus established an effective framework and momentum necessary to deliver a comprehensive,

organisation wide program. We started from a frank and honest review of our existing strengths and

weaknesses and ensured that these were addressed. Attachment B outlines the key issues and

deliverables which were agreed upon. That review of our capacity to deliver and subsequent
implementation could not have been achieved without the full co-operation of our legal team.

For Westpac the FSR touches 286 products and their respective terms and conditions (product
Disclosure Statements), requires 18,000 staff to be trained at 1000 locations for an average 20 hours.
The compliance plan has in excess of 500 business requirements including new infrastructure to track
staff accreditation and ongoing training requirements and new monitoring techniques centred on the
interaction between customer and staff member during the advice giving process. The cost of
implementing the new law is $29 million.

successful execution of the 'Know Your customer' approach involves front line staff establishing the
needs of the customer and making the best fit recommendation across a large product range and
ensuring that all the relevant information has been disclosed to the customer at the right times.

How successful we are at implementing this program will be dependent on many things, but most
importantly what is needed is the recognition that behavioural change for management, sales and
service staff is a fundamental to successful execution.

Here lies the key issue for compliance practitioners and their legal counsel. For many of the large
financial corporations the retail banking market strategy has focused on their bankassurance and
wealth creation which targets sales of value add products to their customer base. The profile of front
line staff shows that they are often not staff well conversed in giving 'needs based' advice. Nor is
management of the service network familiar with mandatory role accreditation and monitoring the
customer/staff interface with its associated disciplinary issues.

Only in the area of insurance, superannuation and investment products have specialist staff been
trained to the required top level: Tier One as prescribed in Policy Statement 146. For the vast majority
of front line staff FSR implementation will require them to undertake initial and ongoing training, be
accredited to sell a certain range of products and services and be monitored for compliance on a
regular basis. For management they will need to review performance objectives, Kpl's, commission
and other sales incentives to ensure that they compliment customer needs based selling.

" Finaltcial Scrviccs Gtriclc. Stafetncnt of Advice and Producl l)isclosurc cloculncnts lnust bc provideci to the
ctlstolner at key points dtlling the advicc secking ancl sales pl'occss. Thc cliffclent contact poirrrs thc ct¡storner
uscs fuflher cornplicate f his proccss: telephone. lnlcrnet, lrr.anch network. rnail.
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For those who are familiar with financial planners and advisors you will be aware that for compliance
purposes we can automate 'needs analysis' through a structured decision making process. However
ensuring that advisors deliver to the investor all the relevant information in a way they understand and

at the right time is a continuing challenge, especially with an industry that operates on a

feeicommission basis. Now all retail banking network staff that provide general or personal advice will

be held accountable in a similar way.

ln planning implementation the following questions need to be addressed:

1. How do you go about introducing a role accreditation framework across the workforce and

manage the industrial issues?

2. How does management know that staff have a good understanding of their requirements?

3. How does management ensure customer's needs are being met?

4- How does management establish that PDS and other disclosure material are handed out and
explained at the right time?

5. How is the licensee going to monitor the customer/staff interface across all relevant channels
of contact?

6. How is the compliance plan going to be developed and maintained and who is going to audit
the effectiveness of the control mechanisms?

Preparation for licence

The licence application process is not an end in itself. lt is just one step in a long journey with the
transition period extending implementation capacity over two years. For conglomerates most will need
this time period to deal with all of the issues.

An applicant for a licence will need to demonstrate not only to ASIC but to senior management as part

of the licence due diligence exercise that it can meet its obligations. ln practical terms this means that
an implementation plan needs to be developed to meet each of the requirements including:
o Be able to meet all the obligations as required,

' Have adequate operating rules and procedures to ensure that the market will operate in a way that
promotes the objectives of fairness, orderliness and transparency;

o Have adequate arrangements for supervising markets which includes having arrangements to
handling conflicts between its own commercial interest and its role as a market supervisor,
monitoring the conduct of participants in relation to the market and enforcing compliance with
market's operating rules;

' Ensure that there would be unacceptable control situation arising if a licence was granted; and
. Ensure that no disqualified individuals appear to be involved with the applicant.l0

tA _ _-"' S 7e5 IJ ( l) (a) to (h)
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ASIC's Policy Statements, licensing kit and other material provide a wealth of guidance on the issues.

The most important compliance related Policy Statements are PS 164 Licensing: Organisational

Capacity and PS 146 Licensing: Training of financial product advisers. Among other things pS 164

makes it clear that the licensee responsibilities are to determine on an going basis what measures,

process, procedures it needs to fulfil its stated obligations.

The benchmark against which ASIC will determine the appropriateness of the compliance approach

taken by the licence is AS 3806 however the policy statement has recognised that all licensee's do not

have the same capability to deliver.ll

A licensee would be well advised to assess their approach to compliance and the new compliance
requirements as part of the implementation exercise if they wish to maintain an exemplary record with
the regulator. For example, very few companies having direct reporting lines to the Board for the chief
compliance officer and with compliance now being firmly on the agenda for directors we can expect
changes in reporting lines as a result of FSR implementation.

The FSR compliance program must cover all of the licensee's obligations, not just those to be

considered as most important by management. This is not to say that all obligations should be given

the same risk status and all require monitoring at the same level of intensity as others. But it does
mean that how you define the compliance plan and address the monitoring of compliance risk that
may affect consumers is criticalto getting it right.12

From the consumer and management's point of view the biggest risk is the risk of biased or negligent
advice. Hence the importance of training and accreditation, reviewing performance goals and sales
and referral incentives and upgrading staff disciplinary policy.

It is important to note that PS 164 refers to compliance manual, compliance system and compliance
plan. They are all different and describe individual measures that make up the program which covers
not just FSR but all statutory and regulatory compliance activities. The important issue to focus on is
ensuring that the compliance approach and program put in place is comprehensive and effective in

identifying problems and tracking remedial action.

Both Managed lnvestment and Superannuation compliance plan activity provides a solid basis for
development of the FSR plan. ln defining the business requirements which stem from the statutory
requirements there is a need for close co-operation between legal, compliance and the business unit
to ensure that the business requirement can be executed, be monitored and is consistent with the

" PS 164.67
12 Policy Statement 164.47
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statutory intention. ASIC's Financial Services Policy Handbook provides you with a checklist of
compliance issues.r3

Unfortunately this is not the end of the task since there is a requirement for compliance measures to
cover Corporations Act obligations. lt is also important to carefully review what are the existing

systems and gaps in relation to corporate governance responsibilities and ensure that areas not
covered are included in the implementation program.

ln fact commentary on this section of the Act has already suggested a potential for 'double jeopardy'

situation to occur for financial services licensees since breaches of other financial services law cannot
only lead to penalties under those laws, but to a licensee's licence being suspended or cancelled
pursuant to the Corporations Act provisions.ra

Licence Due Diligence

A useful licence plan has been developed and is commended for your consideration. Called The
Seven Stages of FSR Licensing it deals in a systematic way with many of the issues which we
grappled with as part of our implementation exercise which commenced in May 2001, when the new
law and licence requirements were not in place15.

A four stage licence application due diligence process is now being undertaken within the Westpac
Group to ensure that we are ready to apply for licences and will fulfil all legislative and policy
requirements.

' Development of compliance plans and supporting processes by each business, reviewed by
internalcompliance officers and PriceWaterhousecoopers, to ensure that all FSR obligations have
been addressed by the required date.

' Readiness Review of each business co-ordinated by the FSR Project Office. lssues such as
training rollout and monitoring approaches to be locked in with appropriate budget resourcing
assigned.

' Conglomerate Review of all licence questions to ensure consistency and complete coverage.
. A final management assurance of FSR readiness by each business in conjunction with the Chief

f-nmnlian¡a l.'ìffi¡ar l-hiaf I aa^l ¡'\^' '^^^l ^^¡ -^t^.,^-¡ L..^:-^--rvv vr¡rver! vriler Lçgat vvuttùEt crttu tEtEvdilt uuSllle55 llgdus.

Legal practitioners whether in house or external should play a significant role in each one of these
steps since:

. Compliance plan's business requirements need to be defined with legal counsel assistance to
ensure consistency and fulfilment of the obligation.

t.1.p.6244 ASIC Financial service Policy l{andbook Deccnrber200 I
ra s. 912 A. 'Ihe Essential Guide to FSRp.545
'5 Karen Del rollof clayton Lltz. Australian corporate Nervs. rssue No. (r p. 69
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Through their implementation activity legal counsel will be aware of attempts by business to

minimise business requirements and therefore expose the licensee to compliance risk. The

licence application due diligence process gives legal counsel the opportunity to escalate such

issues.

Corporations Law requirements and their application to the FSR licence process are unlikely to be

considered by anyone else.

Senior and executive management are unlikely to give licence readiness assurances if they are

aware that legal counsel has not been playing an integral role in guiding business units and FSR

project team deliberations to ensure a consistent, accuracy and comprehensive approach to legal

obligations.

a

a

a

a

a

a

From my experience the following issues may be of relevance to you in your licence due diligence

process

Conduct due diligence education for staff and managers giving the assurance which the process

requires. With the exception of corporate centre, managed fund and superannuation area it may

well be that business unit managers are unlikely to have been part of a due diligence exercise.

What the process entails them to do so they can give management the assurances they will need

will need to be spelt out.

Anticipate a loss of corporate memory. Financial service and product providers all experience high

staff turnover rates. A central document depository is necessary to ensure that any ASIC inquiry

on licence undertakings can fully addressed in the knowledge of what management relied on to
make the assurances.

Conduct in-depth interviews with key senior managers to ascertain their awareness of the

commitments which their business managers have made on their behalf, their level of commitment
inc resourcing and understanding of their obligations. This is particularly the case with designated

Responsible Officers.

Ensure that compliance plan has effective control/monitoring mechanisms for all key requirements

to show a culture of compliance exists.

Consider all licence applications together for consistency and complete coverage although it may

be advantageous to lodge separately

Consider carefully the timing of the licence application/s given other live ASIC issues, your stage

of implementation and level of comfort that you have that the program is on track, the competitive

issues given that there are some negative customer experiences and finally and ASIC's stated

intentions to vigorously enforce licence obligations.
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Post Licence Compliance lssues

Post licence commencement and adherence to the new FRS regime is also very important since

implementation completion and benefit realisation will be ongoing after the licence has been granted

and you now become a possible target for early enforcement action by ASlc.

At Westpac the Group Compliance Committee made up of executive and senior business and

corporate heads monitors the Group's progress with the FSR project team continuing to ensure
execution on time at the business unit level. Going forward our FSR obligations will be embedded in

normal operating processes and are already supported with enhanced monitoring capability. Our
compliance reporting rolls up into in the quarterly Business Unit Risk Performance Review process

and implementation and compliance risk commentary will be covered in my report to the Board. Finally

the compliance plan will be internally audited as part of the normal business unit audit cycle.

The next steps in evolution

The next step in the evolution of consumer protection regulatory environment is unlikely to occur in the
next 3-5 years, nevertheless we should anticipate governments responding to emerging issues driven
by offshore activity and regulators responding to industry and consumer group demands. For me the
two key issues which are likely to receive attention are ethical behaviour of corporate entities and
needs based credit advice.

It is questionable whether a compliance program can be truly effective if it does not have an ethics
component since much of what compliance activity is about affecting in a positive way the culture: the
behaviour of management and staff. The way in which a company's management fosters staff
accountability for reporting compliance issues and how it goes about protecting reporting mechanisms
and rewarding ethical conduct are issues which have already been raised in the United States and are
likely to find their way onto the regulatory agenda especially if corporate governance and social
accountability continues to gather momentum.

Once FSR is integrated into the way in which financial providers operate and has demonstrated

consumer benefits, the debate is likely to return to credit. While Consumer Credit Code provisions

focus on disclosure requirements, the lenders obligations do not extend to ensuring that the best
product is recommended to meet the customer's needs. lt will be hard to mount a sustainable
argument against why the established approach in FSR of 'knowing your customer' and undertaking a
needs analysis for all credit products should not be introduced.
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Attachment B

Financial services Reform lmplenrentation: lssues antl Deliverables.

lssue liverable
Role Accreditation An accreditation framework all

customer contact sales and service staff
Training lnfrastructure mmon foundation for planning,

delivering, assessing and visibility of all
trainin and accreditation

Training Plans For each
plans to be

ro and indivi
in place

training

Career Mapping Career Ma p and options clear r all roles
and all staff

Trai ning Course lnventory Well understood inventory, in active us,
into annl

Time to Learn ¡lt into manpower planning and
focussed on business irements

Sales Process practice national sales process,
supported by integrated tools and
train

Sales support Tools

Product Terms and conditions

Prod uct reference Material

Effective needs based selfing-toõls and
help optimise sales and cross sales

Easi ly accessible, current and
comprehensive product information
available at all customer touch points

Product development an0 rnan-agenrent
process

um diligence and release
process, fully integrated with front line
traini and su tools

bility is clearly embedded in
defined roles within each business

Compliance responsibility

Compliance Plan Plan is in place and integrated into
broader compliance approach for the
business

Compliance Culture Each business is knowledgeable of its
compliance responsibilities takes them
seriously, and makes risk weighted
business decisions

Regulator Relations Develop
relationsh

an excellent working
ip with ASIC. Licences granted

with only standard conditions applied


